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An Overview 
When a system is dnven at a constant rate, its motion can range from very simple to complex 
dynamcs depending on many factors, including the type of metastable states in the system, 
the time needed to transform between states, and the mechanical properties of the device that 
impose the stress At low rates, the system slides smoothly and so also for hlgh rates, but 
within a window of dnving rates the motion becomes intermttent and the system alternately 
'sticks' till the stress bu~lds up to the threshold value and 'slips' when the stress is rapidly 
released One common charactenstic feature of such systems is that the force-velocity curve 
exhibits two resistive branches separated by an unstable branch In the intermed~ate regime, 
force decreases with increasing slidmg velocity glving nse to the unstable branch Stlck- 
slip behavior has been observed m a vanety of dnven dissipatwe systems, such as frictional 
sliding (tnbology), peeling of an adhesive tape, earthquakes faults (seismc mot~on), jerky flow 
of alloys or the Portevrn-Le Chatelier effect (plastic instability), flow of granular matenals 
(avalanches), squeak of lunges, and even the music of violins (generation of sound), to name 
a few 
Though stick-slip phenomena are quite common in nature, the genenc nature of its 
underlying dynamxs is not yet well understood There are several issues in dfferent fields 
whch still reman unresolved Part of this thesis focuses on one such issue related to the 
complex stlck-slip dynarmcs of the peeling of an adhesive tape which has not been fully 
understood. Expenmental studes on peeling of adhesive tapes dnven at constant pull speed 
show st~ck-slip oscillations within a window of pull speeds accompanied by a charactenstic 
audble nolse, 1 e., acoustic ermssion (AE) Further, the nature of the pull force shows a nch 
vanety of behavlor ranging from sawtooth to irregular waveforms with increasing speed 
Another aspect of peeling is the inhomogeneous deformation of the peel front known to 
result from the destabilrzation of the uniformly advancing peel front, an issue that has not 
been addressed so far Moreover, the mechanism leadmg to the acoustic ermssion has also 
remaned ill understood t ~ l l  date. In t h ~ s  thesis, we address all these issues with an a m  to 
understand the underlying dynarmcs of the complex stick-slip peeling process Another issue 
related to stick-slip dynarmcs that has remamed unresolved is the questlon of pre&ctability 
of ~nd~vrdual events, prncularly in the regime where power law dstnbutlons of event sizes 
are observed This has been a long standing puzzle as power law distnbution implies lack 
of intnnsic length scales and time scales which in turn has been interpreted to mean that 
the individual avalanches are inherently unpredictable We address this issue m the context 
of a modfied Bumdge-Knopoff model for earthquakes The approach is to identify useful 
precursors that can be effectively used for predxting individual events 
To start with, we first provide a comprehensive overview of stick-slip dynarmcs We 
present a bnef introductron to the relevant expenmental and theoretical models of stick-slip 
systems We also bnefly descnbe the dynarmcal aspects of chaos and self organized criticality 
as a background matenal related to the systems presented in this thesis The chapter ends with 
toy models for stlck-slip on earthquake faults 
The dynarmcal model relevant to the expenmental situation of peeling of an adhesive tape 
dnven at a constant pull speed was introduced by Maugis and Barquins Later a detsuled study 
was camed out by several authors, in particular Hong and Yue, and Ciccotti et a1 Indeed, in 
their numencal solutions, Hong and Yue introduced the jumps in the rupture speed across the 
peel force function once the rupture velocity exceeds the l imt of stability Thus, the stick-slip 
oscillations are not obtaned as a natural consequence of the equations of motion Indeed, these 
denved equations of motion are saddled with controversy as they do not support dynarmcal 
stlck-sllp jumps across the two stable branches of the peel force funcaon This is due to the 
fact that the pull force, peel angle and the peel force have to satisfy the constrant equation and 
hence the system of equations falls into the category of differential-algebrac equations @AE) 
requiring an appropnate algorithm for its numencal solution. We first denve these equations 
of motlon using Lagrange equations of motion Then, usmg an appropnate DAE scheme, 
we show that stlck-slip jumps emerge in a purely dynarmcal manner These equations are 
shown to exhibit nch dynarmcs some of whch even unanticipated Following the studles rn 
the Portevin-Le Chateller effect, we suggest a phenomenological peel force function which 
includes the influence of the pull speed This reproduces the decreasing trend of the average 
magnitudes of the force drop as a function of the pull speed observed in expenments This 
nch dynarmcs is made transparent by using a set of approximations valid m different regimes 
of the parameter space 
A careful analys~s of the denvation of these equations shows that the absence of dynarmcal 
jump can be traced to a mssing time scaIe relating to the lunehc energy of the stretched part of 
the tape The inclusion of this term renders the algebrax constrant into a mfferentlal equation 
thus lrfting the smgulanty. The modfied equahons of motion support stick-slip jumps as a 
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natural consequence of the inherent d y n m c s  itself Our analysis shows that mass of the tape 
has a strong influence on the nature of the dynarmcs It also captures a nch vanety of behavior 
of the pull force ranging from sawtooth, sinusoidal and irregular wave patterns as a function of 
pull speed Apart from resolving the central issue of dynarmcal stick-slip Jump, the inclusion 
of the lunetic energy of the tape provides a mechanism for convertmg the potential energy 
stored in the stretched tape into lunetic energy, thus providing a basis for explaning acoustic 
emssion dunng peeling 
The above model as well as earlier stuQes deal only with 'contact point' dynarmcs There 
is no theoretical model which explans the dynamcs of the peeling front and why acoustic 
waves are emtted dunng the peeling process One of the objectlves of this thesis is to 
study the dynarmcs of the peeling front and to construct a phenomenological model which 
m m c s  the AE bursts that can capture features observed in expenments We extend the above 
model by includmg the spabal degrees of freedom of the peeling front and study the contact 
line d y n m c s  We include the Rayleigh dissipative functional which depends on the stran 
rate in adQtion to the peel force Qssipative function Thls term has the same functional 
form as the energy released in the form of acoustic waves ansing from the abrupt mobon 
of dislocations Thus, this term can be interpreted as the energy Qssipated in the form of 
acousbc emssion Our analysis shows that the nature of the peeling front can vary from 
smooth to rugged and 'stuck-peeled' segments, depending on the parameter values, namely, 
dissipation coefficient, inertia of the roller, mass and elastic constant of the tape The 'stuck- 
peeled' nature of the peeling front 1s qualitatively simlar to the inhomogeneous deformahon 
of the adhesive menrscus observed in peeling expenment Intereshngly, the energy Qssipated 
which is Interpreted as the energy released in the form of acoustic emssion signals exhibits 
noisy bursts simlar to those seen in expenments and captures several expenmental features of 
AE signals More significantly, we find that the bstnbution of AE bursts shows a power law 
behavior for a range of values in the parameter space 
We have also carned out the stabsbcal analysis of acoustlc ermssxon signals accompanying 
the peeling of an adhesive tape subjected to a constant pull velocity condtion (The 
expenmental data were prov~ded by Dr M Ciccotb of Universite de Montpellier-2.) We find 
that the AE bursts are regular for low tracbon velocifies and become more and more irregular 
with increase in traction velocity The Qstnbution of the amplitude of the AE signals exhibits 
power law behavior for hrgher values of traction velocity As the tractlon velocity 1s increased 
further, instead of a single power law, we find that the Qstnbution shows two regimes, one for 
relatively smaller amplitude and another for large amplltude values Interestingly, the power 
law exponent for small amplltude regime turns out to be pretty close to the exponent emerged 
from our model 
Apart from the power law dlstnbutlon observed dunng peeling process, acoustic activlty 
of unusually large number of situations as vaned as volcanlc actlvlty, fracture process, and 
collective dislocation motion, exhibits power law statistics Though the general mechanism 
attnbuted to AE is the release of stored stran energy, the detals are system specific One 
framework which umfies such vaned sltuahons is that of the self-organized criticality (SOC) 
which explans the universality of power law statistics In vaned systems This bnngs up 
a related puzzle The lack of intnnslc length scales and time scales m power law systems 
has been interpreted to be equwalent to the lack of predlctabllity of individual avalanches 
Thls generally held opinion has also triggered considerable debate regarlng earthquake 
predictability as se~smcally actwe fault systems are considered to be in a SOC state 
Earthquakes have been recogruzed as resulting from stlck-slip fncbonal instability which 
causes the stress accumulated by motion of tectonlc plates over penods of hundreds of years 
dunng loadmg cycle to be released in the form of sudden slip events In the last two decades, 
several hypothesis and model systems have been stuled to investigate the nature of earthquake 
phenomena Apart from complicated realistic earthquake fault dynarmcs, there have been 
attempts to descnbe the dynarmcs of earthquakes in terms of slmple toy models that a m  to 
capture the power law for the hstnbution of the energy released dunng earthquakes, known as 
Gutenberg-hchter law. Among these, majonty of the models are of stlck-slip lund A simple 
mechanical model of an earthquake fault introduced by Burndge and Knopoff is a pioneenng 
work In the seismological literature 
We address the issue of predictability of lndwidual avalanches in the context of Burndge- 
Knopoff model (BK model) by introducing a dmipative energy term to m m c  the acoustic 
emssron bursts An adbhonal motwahon is to understand certan expenmental results of AE 
signals observed in fracture stu&es on rock samples Early stuhes have established that there 
IS a considerable overlap between acoustlc ermssion and seisrmc activity Indeed, quite early 
the statist~cs of the AE signals was shown to exhiblt a power law simlar to the Gutenberg- 
Rrchters law for the magnitudes of earthquakes Further, there are reports of increased levels of 
AE slgnals before falure of rock samples in expenments on laboratory samples and precursory 
effects in indrvidual earthquakes as well. 
An overview 
Our model explans many features of the statistics of AE signals observed in expenments 
such as the crossover in the exponent value in the distribution of the relatively small amplitude 
AE signals to that correspondmg to large amplitudes, and their dependence on the pulling 
speed More interestingly, we find that the cumulatwe energy dissipated can be used to predct 
major slip events Moreover, we also find a data collapse of the acoustic actlvity for several 
major slip events describable by a 'stretched exponential' behavior with corrections In terms 
of time-to-falure that suggests the approach to major events is universal 
An outline of the thesis is as follows Chapter 1 provides a bnef introduction to stick- 
slip dynarmcs and the systems studed in this them The dynarmcal aspects of chaos and 
self-organized cnticality have been introduced in chapter 2 In the first part of the thesis, 
we describe the complex stick-slip dynarmcs of peeling of an adhesive tape and the spatio- 
temporal dynamxs of peeling front Specifically, in chapter 3 we address a long standmg 
problem related to the absence of dynarmcal st~ck-slip jumps across the two stable branches of 
the peel force function in the earlier model by mtroducing a dfferential-algebrac equation 
based algonthm Then, in chapter 4, we investigate the mussing physics responsible for 
the lack of dynarmcal st~ck-sllp jumps The modified model supports stick-slip jumps as a 
natural consequence of the inherent dynarmc itself which has been presented in chapter 4 
The extension of the model to include the spatial degrees of freedom of the peel front and an 
adhtional &ssipaQon function to m m c  the AE3 energy dmipated, constitutes the chapter 5 
In chapter 6, we address the possibility of pre&ction of in&vldual events m power law systems 
within the scope of an extended BK model Finally, we conclude the thesis with a summary 
and outlook in chapter 7 
